


Overall parameters
Laser scanning FO

SLAM100 is the first handheld mobilelidarscannerlaunched.The 
system has a 360°rotating head, which can form a 270°×360°
point cloud coverage.Combined with the in-dustry-level 
SLAM algorithm,it can obtain high-precision three-
dimensional point cloud data of the surrounding environ-ment 
without light and GPS.

V 270°× 360°

200°(H)×100(V)Camera FOV

Relative accuracy 2 cm

Absolute accuracy 5 cm

SLAM100 adopts three 5-megapixel cameras to form an ul-
tra-wide field ofview with awidth of 200°and a height of 100°.It
can simultaneously obtain texture information under light con-
ditions and generate color point clouds and partialstitched pan-
oramic images

Storage

.

32 GB(Standard)
 Replaceable battery; External power supplPower supply y

External power supply voltage 20-30 V

Battery capacity 3350mAh*4

Battery duration 2.5 h

SLAM100 adopts an integrated structure design with a built-in
control and storagesystem and built-in replaceable lithium bat-
teries. Once press the start button, SLAM100 can start opera-
tions immediately, making data acquisition more efficient and
convenient.

Power consumption 25 W

Operating temperature -10℃~+45℃

Operating humidity <85% RH

1588 g(Without Battery)Weight

372mm×163 mm×106 mm(Without Base)Size

Sensor parameter

SLAM GO is the mobile APP for SLAM100 to view and manage
projects, which would automatically be synced to the cloud to
furthermore perform real-time SLAM mappings and previews.
Moreover,SLAM GO can be utilized to perform operations
such as firmware upgrades and equipment maintenance.SLAM 

GO POST,as a PC software module integrated in UAV Manager
Professional Edition which is a comprehensive software plat-
form Released, can realize the functions of
data post-processiong,color point could production,data
stitching,data optimization, data preview and measurement
and so on.

s
Class lLaser class

16Laser channels

Maximum range 120 m

Laser pulse repetition rate 320 kHz

Echo signal intensity 8 bits
SLAM100 can be widely used in various applications such as tra

ditional surveying and mapping, enclosed space, three-dimen-
sional digitization, emergency response and so on due to its
portability,GPS-free, and multi-platform mounting ability.

Number of cameras 3

5MegapixelsCamera resolution
NFC Supported
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03 Feature introduction

Versatile external interfaces

SLAM100 has a wea lth ofexterna l interfaces , which can be connected to

a panoramic camera a GNSS module, a car, a UAV and so on, to diversify
data collections and adapt to more application scenarios.

Omnidirec tional
camera

GPS module

公

Externa l power
supply

UAV

UAV mount

Packag

SLAM100 can be equipped to the UAV platformsof D500 
or D20 via  a UAV mount, so as to carry on air-ground or 

indoor and outdoor data col lection
e
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05 Extermal equipment s Backpack platform

S-RTK100
Multi-functional portable RTK module

S-PACK10
The multi-functional portable RTK module S- RTK100 is a 

high-precision satellite signal receiver system independently .
 It supports global dominated satel-lite navigat ion systems,
prov ides real-ti me differential data , ob-tains centimeter level 
3D positioning data, and provides accu-rate and reliable 
system solutions for high- precision application demands .

0
Lidar backpack platform

S-RTK100 suppo rts assembly with SLAM100 laser scanner,
backpack mounting or independent use as m obile RTK equip-

ment , which is flexible and high prec ision w hen acquring posi -

tioning data

The Lidar backpack platform S-PACK100 is an integrated expansion 

platform released to adapt to the SLAM100 laser scan ner. The 
platform, with a total weight of 3.65 kg, can support the expansion of
 RTK module and panoramic camera module , and can mount 
SLAM100 L iDAR scanner for backpack walking ope rations ,which 
greatly improves the operating efficiency of SLAM100 and ex-pands 
the operating mode of SLAM100. The user-friendly design of the S-

PACK100 can improve the working efficiency and free hands , ef-
fectively reduce the physica l consumption of operators.

.

Materia

S-RTK100 adop ts engineering design, with IP54 protection 

grade, strong waterproof and dust-p roof performance, small 

size It is sam ll and light , easy to carry and use and can work with 

multiple products .

l Plastic, a lu minum a lloy Fabric material Nylon
Lake blue,grey

BDS B1/B2
DimensionsGPS L 1/L2Satellite frequency bands 196 mm × 80mm × 39mm Colour

GLONASS L 1/L2
203 g Embedded carbon plate material Carbon fibreGalileo E1/E5b Net weight

Single point positioning (RMS) Plane:1.5 m, A ltitude:3.0 m 20g Material o f metal parts of mounting baseBracket weight Aluminium alloy
Protection grade IP54Plane:1 cm + 1 ppm,Altitude:1.5 cm + 1 ppmRTK(RMS) Volume 6. 5 L

NMEA-0183,Unicore* Working temperature Closing mode ZipperData format - 20 ℃~50℃
Data update rate 20 Hz Storage te mperature Dimensions (without GNSS antenna)  330 mm × 240 mm × 555 mm-20 ℃~55 ℃

Dimensions(with GNSS antenna) 330mm×240mm×1050mm20 nSTime accuracy (RMS) Type-C external power supply
Aviation socket Power supplyinput range

20 V

Speed accuracy (RMS) 0.03 m/s 3.65 kg (without SLAM100 and power bank)Weight12 V - 20 V
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06 Mo u t Software

Module features
SLAM GO RTK

SLAM GO RTK is the supporting application software module pertaining to SLAM GO fo S-RTK100.The App can con
-

nect to the S-RTK100 through Bluetooth mode via a mobile phone, to perform static station data acquisition, point
data acquisition, mob ile s tation data acquis ition, automatic generation of point record report, and so on.The App
supports  Android and IOS and is permanent frec.Simple andHigh precision

positioning
IP54 protection

grade
Multi-operation

mode
H igh

reliability 4G/Bluetooth
portable

Static station data acquisition

Static station coordin ates can be acquired y connect
-

ing CORS system , and static s ta tion  GNsS data can be
continuou sly acquired or PPK processing.

Point data acquisition

It can be conneoted to the CORS system and mounted
on a Light tripod or center ing pole to collect points. it
supports the recording of shooting paints during image
controlpoint collect ion , and auto matic modification of
the collection mode according to the type of collection

point.

Mobile station data acquisition

It can be installed on the mobile platform as a GNSS
board to collect GNSS data ofrove, output time synchro-

nization signal,and connect CORS system for real- time
RTK positioning

Generate the record of points report

According to the colleuted coordinate point informa
-

tion, point records, and the report template of point
records created by the user, all po int record repoets
can be generated with one click.
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